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“Feifei!”
Lin Ziming blurted out, and the moment he saw Chu Fei, his eyes became
wet.
If Chu Fei heard his voice before the change, she would definitely turn
around for the first time, throwing into his arms extremely excited.
But now, Chu Fei still knelt on the ground, indifferent.
The appearance of Lin Ziming shocked the many nuns in the nunnery. Their
expressions changed drastically, and they stared at Lin Ziming sullenly,
thinking that Lin Ziming had broken their tranquility.
“This benefactor! This is a Buddhist pure land, not open to the outside world,
please go out immediately!”
Immediately, a nun came forward to drive Lin Ziming away. Their
expressions were not pretty. They thought that Lin Ziming was too rude, so
they actually came to Buddhism and yelled and interrupted their cleansing.
At this time, the next few masters also followed. They were very angry, and
they actually let Lin Ziming break in, and interrupted the shaved ritual of
Junior Brother’Forgetting’, which really shouldn’t be.
“Lin Shizhu! We don’t have your wife in Miaoxuan Temple, please leave
immediately and don’t disturb the quiet of Buddhism.” One of the teachers
scolded too seriously.
Their Miaoxuan Temple has always been incompetent with the world, does
not eat fireworks, and cultivates on a high mountain. For the first time, a
man breaks in to make trouble. This makes them very angry and feel that
their Dharma has been contaminated. .
But Lin Ziming had no one else in his eyes. At this moment, in his world,
there was only the thin figure in front of him, that was his wife.
“Feifei, it’s me, I’m back, I’m not dead, I’m alive and well!” Lin Ziming
was excited. He did so much to save Chu Fei’s life. Now he has done it, but
Chu Fei But he is going to be a monk, this is not the result he wants to see!
He couldn’t help but walked towards Chu Fei, he couldn’t wait to take Chu
Fei into his arms and share his excitement now.
“Donor! Please stay, don’t step forward!”
A nun immediately came out to stop Lin Ziming, but at this moment, Lin
Ziming had already seen Chu Fei, how could he stop?
He continued to walk forward, and must walk in front of Chu Fei to awaken
Chu Fei’s memory!
“Donor! The poor nun gives you a final warning and stop immediately,
otherwise don’t blame the poor nun for being rude!”
As the master’s voice fell, the nuns in the treasure hall surrounded Lin
Ziming and stood ready, full of hostility. Once Lin Ziming took a step
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forward, they would take action.
Seeing this situation, Lin Ziming stopped. Although he was very excited
now, he still didn’t lose his composure. These nuns were all uncontested
cultivators, and he couldn’t hurt them.
But he has come to this point. It is impossible to give up and take a deep
breath. He clasped his hands and said to many teachers and Tai: “Everyone,
my name is Lin Ziming. I am a mortal in the red dust. I broke into the
Miaoxuan Temple today. It is to bring the insider home, and has no
disrespect for Miaoxuan Temple, and I also ask you all fairy girls to fulfill
it!”
These teachers saw that Lin Ziming’s attitude was sincere, not like a
malicious person coming to coax things, and his attitude was a little more
friendly.
An older teacher took a step forward and said, “This benefactor, please
leave first. We are carrying out a solemn ordination ceremony. When you
come back early tomorrow morning, we will deal with this matter again.”
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